February 2017 Agenda/video timeline

**Topics:**
- EnfocusID's & Activation Accounts
- Support Portal
- Jeff reviews some recent support cases regarding Action Lists and how they were debugged

00.41 Change of Activation accounts to an EnfocusID
- Overview of new functionality available with an EnfocusID

03.18 Enfocus Support Portal
- Overview and how to submit a Support Case

06.55 Debugging of Action Lists
- Convert Color to Gray and keep Black Text
- Why is it not working, and how to find out why.

20.01 Finding text by a ‘phrase’ in a document
- Using the ‘Select text by key phrase’ Action

29.50 Removing Color Bars and other information outside the Trim

38.57 Modifying the Trim Box
- Working tolerances, overriding rounding rules

45.00 ‘Unexpected Results
- Color management, and how it effects Ink Coverage

51.25 Using Trim Marks to set the Page Boxes
- How to adjust and troubleshoot

58.10 END